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SEAMLESS AND   
CONNECTED.

THE NEXT CHAPTER IN AUTOMATED PARCEL DELIVERY AND OMNI-CHANNEL SOLUTIONS.
ADDOBOX™ Multi-Family Residential SMART LOCKERS

https://www.artitalia.com/addobox


OVERVIEW

INTRODUCTION
With the current increase in online sales and 
e-commerce, managing parcels has become 
an increasingly challenging task in staffed and 
unstaffed buildings. In unstaffed buildings, 
lobbies and hallways are quickly becoming 
overwhelmed with an onslaught of parcels. 
This situation is causing an increasing number 
of packages to get stolen or lost in the mix. 
Similarly, in staffed buildings, concierge 
and property management employees are 
inundated daily with packages. Whereas 
most of the items are safe, the challenge 
here is organizing them to send to the proper 
recipients.
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WHAT IS ADDOBOX™?
Our Smart Locker is a fully automated and secure 
solution that allows for the deposit, storage and 
return of parcels for both indoor and outdoor use.

ad = ADVERTISING 
addo = GIVING | BRINGING | PLACING 
box = STORING

 - Fast & easy pickup for residents (scan & go) 
 - Fully automated
 - Available 24/7 (depending on location)

VIDEO 
AUTOMATED PARCEL LOCKER
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https://youtu.be/D5cZRU2-PWw


ADDOBOX™ ADVANTAGE
 - Designed, engineered and manufactured in North 
America

 - Modular & expandable with configurable locker 
banks

 - A turn-key solution so that your locker is always 
working, worry free

 - Integrates with your PM Software (Max Condo)

 - Purchase and financing options

 - Brand it your way with custom colors and vinyl 
wrapping

 - Your locker can be ready within 8 to 10 weeks of 
contract signing
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 - Fully supports all couriers for drop-off

 - Eliminated time spent on parcel 
management

 - An efficient way for residents to pick 
up their items 24/7

 - Eliminate missed and stolen 
shipment deliveries

 - Automated pickup notifications and 
reminders for residents

 - Secure & confidential

 - Integrated digital signage software

KEY BENEFITS
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Automated Parcel Locker Collaboration 
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Our software supports the following features:

 - Automated message reminders to residents
 - Configurable shipment expiry timeframes
 - Automated expired shipment removal process

HOW IT WORKS
Our Smart Locker Solution for Multi-Family Residence automates the process of receiving, storing and dispensing 
parcels that are delivered by express courier. It is courier agnostic allowing drivers to quickly and securely drop 
off their parcels into the locker. Once deposited, automated electronic notifications are sent to the resident 
with a pickup code that they scan at the locker to quickly retrieve their parcel 24/7. 

Our Smart Lockers are designed to streamline the process of courier drop-off and pick-up. The locker supports 
the following process for all parcel deliveries and pickups.

RESIDENT
RECEIVES

NOTIFICATION

SCANS OR
ENTERS PICKUP

CODE

RESIDENT
ARRIVES AT

LOCKER
SLOT OPENS

AUTOMATICALLY
PARCEL

REMOVED
FROM SLOT

THANK YOU
MESSAGE SENT W/
OPTIONAL SURVEY

COURIER
ARRIVES @

LOCKER

PARCEL
MATCHED

TO RESIDENT

SCANS
PARCEL

BARCODE

REQUIRED
SLOT SIZE
SELECTED

PARCEL
DEPOSITED

NOTIFICATION SENT
TO RESIDENT

VIA TEXT & EMAIL
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 - Multi-courier access 

 - Intuitive & easy to use interface

 - Single scan drop off & pickup

 - Automated pickup reminders for residents

 - Multilingual

 - 24/7 locker monitoring

 - Configurable shipment expiry times

 - Recipient SMS (text) & email notifications

 - Synced with our cloud software

LOCKER SOFTWARE
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PM SOFTWARE 
(MAX CONDO)

 - Pull resident data from PM
 - Daily transfer & update
 - Transfered to locker

PM SOFTWARE INTEGRATION
Our Smart Lockers can integrate with most Property Management software. This integration allows for the 
auto-registration on the locker for all residents, existing and new.
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LOCKER HARDWARE

STANDARD LOCKER COLOUR OPTIONS

 - Modular design – easy to expand, install & move

 - Indoor or outdoor

 - 5 different slot sizes (with internal lighting)

 - Configurable slot arrangements

 - 15.6” touch screen

 - Decorative shroud

 - Thermal label printer (optional)

 - 1D/2D scanner & metal keypad

 - Parcel presence sensor

 - Video surveillance system w/ dome cameras & 
DVR (optional)

 - Router for 3G/4G internet access (optional)

 - Uses standard 110 V receptacle

 - Optional full video display (on top of the locker)

 - 1.2 mm cold rolled steel with sand finished texture

 - Numerous security enhancements

 - Custom finishes and colors available upon request

 - ESA certified

 - Designed, engineered & manufactured in North America
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STANDARD LOCKER SIZES                 
Lockers and locker sizes can be custom 
designed and manufactured to fit your 
specific needs.

# OF SLOTS FULL PHYSICAL SIZE (INCHES)

1 Host + 2 Locker Banks 8 – 29 80 H X 61 W X 25 D

1 Host + 3 Locker Banks 11 – 41 80 H X 80 W X 25 D

1 Host + 4 Locker Banks 14 – 53 80 H X 99 W X 25 D

Additional Locker Banks 3 – 12 80 H X 19 W X 25 D

SLOT DIMENSIONS

DepthHeight

Small 24.307”9.31”

Mini 24.307”4.47”

Medium 24.307”18.99”

Large 24.307”28.62”

X Large

ART-1168-A30

ART-1168-A20

ART-1168-A40

ART-1168-A50

ART-1168-A60 24.307”38.35”

Width

15.606”

15.606”

15.606”

15.606”

15.606”
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COURIER DROP-OFF                     
Our Smart Lockers are designed to allow any courier to deposit your residents’ shipments. Our software 
specifically supports the following couriers:

Any courier not listed can 
deposit into our locker through  
a “Front Desk” option. This option 
allows your staff to provide the 
courier with an access barcode 
that they can scan at the locker, 
access the locker directory and 
deposit the shipment.

KEY NOTES:

 - Canada Post does not deliver to any 3rd party locker – optionally your building staff can deposit those 
shipments into our locker

 - Other couriers will be added in the future as warranted
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ADDOBOX™ IS THE PERFECT SOLUTION FOR THE FOLLOWING 
INDUSTRIES:

POST OFFICE

RESIDENTIAL

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

RETAIL

STADIUMS

HOTELS

FITNESS

TRANSPORT
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We will continue to evolve the 
capabilities of the Smart Locker and 
envision it being capable of providing 
the following services:

 - Outbound courier shipping

 - Retail product returns

 - Receipt of alcohol

 - Food storage (hot/cold)

 - Key exchange

 - Dry cleaning

FUTURE LOCKER 
SERVICES
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About the Makers
Artitalia Group, where passion meets innovation

Incorporated in 1984 and headquartered in Montreal, Artitalia Group was 
founded by four craftsmen who shared an undying passion for the artistry 
of manufacturing. They set out to become the number one provider of 
complete retail environments and custom fixtures around the world. Since 
then, Artitalia has expanded to different markets, revolutionizing each one 
through its commitment to innovation and creativity.

Artitalia Group offers quality products and services required to manage end-
to-end specialty programs, from conception to completion. We take pride in 
being able to offer custom solutions to challenging issues and provide peace 
of mind to our valued clients. Artitalia Group, helping companies reimagine 
what’s possible since 1984.



Ready to get started? 
Good. So are we. Contact us.

artitalia.com/addobox

addobox@artitalia.com
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